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PAN AMSTERDAM - 2022
EGYPT - VARIA

1. NAQADA BLACK-TOPPED REDWARE POTTERY JAR
Ovoid body tapering toward small flattened base, and flaring to mouth
with moulded ‘rolled’ rim, burnished body with black upperpart.
Ex priv. coll. J.D.R. Fryer, UK 1971, acq. from Folio Fine Arts. London.
H. 13,5 cm. Small chip from rim, otherwise intact.
PreDynastic Period, Naqada I-II, c. 3600 - 3500 BC
€ 5.550
Cf. Dorothea Arnold - Janine Bourriau (eds.), An Introduction to Ancient
Egyptian Pottery (Mainz am Rhein, Philipp von Zabern, 1993), p. 33-36

2. POLYCHROME WOOD SARCOPHAGUS FRAGMENT
Panel of cedarwoord (?) coffin painted in black, red and green colors on
white stucco depicting in two rows of vertical columns, the seven jars
for the ‘seven sacred oils’ in lower row, their names written in
hieroglyphs in upper row:
celebration fragrance, laudatory oil, cedar-balsamum, ‘nechenem’ oil,
‘toewat’ oil, exquisite cedar-oil, exquisite Lebian-oil.
Ex coll. architect J.B. Ingwersen, Netherlands, acquired from Ancient
Art, Amsterdam, 1975; thence coll. H.D., Netherlands.
Dim. 28 x 47 cm.
Middle Kingdom, 11th - 12th Dyn., c. 2000-1800 BC
€ 8.750
Part of the inner short side of a rectangular Herakleopolitan type of
coffin
Cf. W.C. Hayes, The sceptre of Egypt, New York (1953) 1978, part I, pp.
312-320, figs 204-207

3. WOOD SARCOPHAGUS FOOTCASE OF TA-BAK-EN-MUT
Polychrome painted, three vertical columns with hieroglyphic text:
‘…Words spoken by the Osiris, the Lady of the House, the Chantress of
Amun-Re, King of the Gods, Ta-[Bak]-en-Mut…’
At either side of text seated woman in mourning, winged eye above.
Ex priv. coll. D.v.B, Netherlands, acq. from Vte Eland 2012.
Dim. 13 x 29,5 x 33 cm. Cleaned and stabilized, RMO Leiden.
Third Intermediate Period, 21st Dyn., c. 1053 - 978 BC
€ 22.500
Lit. A. Niwinsky, 21st Dynasty coffins from Thebes, Mainz 1988, pl. III B,
Type 2a (see) Louvre E 13029

4. WOOD SEATED CAT
Dedicated to the goddess Bastet, adored as goddess of fertility.
Roughly carved out of wood, seated upright on a cartouche-shaped
base, her ears erect in an alert attitude, forelegs and paws together, tail
curled around right side of body, her back curved. Paint flaked off,
traces of white gesso, tree rings visible at the back.
Ex priv. coll. L. J., Netherlands 2003-2017, acq. from AAG Amsterdam,
2021; former coll. Dullaert, Amsterdam.
H.20,3 cm. Intact, tip of one ear chipped off.
Late - Ptolemaic Period, 6th - 1st cent. BC
€ 5.750

5.
POLYCHROME WOOD SARCOPHAGUS LID
Anthropomorphic cover of a coffin decorated with man wearing
tripartite striped wig and broad collar with falcon-head terminals, body
showing sky goddess NUT with widespread wings at top of vertical
band with hieroglyphs reading:
‘...O my mother Nut, stretch yourself over me, that you may place me
among the imperishable stars which are in you, that I may not die...’;
and three horizontal bands with hieroglyphs, inbetween kneeling
figures raising their hands in mourning.
Ex priv. coll. E.R., Netherlands, acq. from Royal Athena Galleries, New
York 2007; before, priv. coll. Paris, 1950s, thence by descent.
H. 182 cm; feet missing, some repaint and repair, otherwise intact;
mounted on stand.
New Kingdom, 18th Dyn., c. 1570 - 1293 BC
P.O.R
Cf. D’Auria, C. Roehrig, P. Lascovara, Mummies and Magic, Boston
1988, p.133 no. 67
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6. POLYCHROME PAINTED WOOD BA BIRD
Finely painted features on applied gesso, blue tripartite wig and false
beard, surmounted by solar disc; wings and talons coloured red, legs
with stippled feather details. Ex priv. coll., USA, acq. between 1970 1989; priv. coll. N.F., Netherlands, acq. from Bonhams, London 2009.
H. 8.5 cm. Mounted on black stand.
Ptolemaic Period, c. 300 - 30 BC
€ 19.750
Cf. S. Dária, P. Lacovara, C.H. Roehrig, Mummies and Magic, Museum of
Fine Arts Boston, 1983, fig. 148a, b, pp. 199-200; M.J. Raven, De
Dodencultus van het Oude Egypte, Amsterdam 1992, p. 67, no. 26.
The Egyptians believed that a person's essence or soull was composed
of several elements. The Ba was one of the elements of the spirit with
personality and emotions. It stayed close to the body of the deceased
and was eventually reunited with other elements, to live eternally in the
Afterlife.

7. BLUE FAIENCE FISH RING
Bezel of ring in shape of a ‘bulti’ fish, facing right, broad upper fin and
two small fins at lower part of body; beak and tail connected to shank.
No incised details, completely glazed in bright blue faience.
Ex priv. coll. M. Dreesman., Netherlands 2020, acq. 2009; before,
Jacques Schulman BV, Amsterdam acq. from J.B., Netherlands 1982.
Diam. 2,2 cm. Intact
Amarna Period, 18th dyn., c. 1368 - 1334 BC, period of Echnaton
(pharao Amenophis IV)
€ sold
Cf. J. Samson, Amarna, Warminster 1978, p. 78-9, 46 (ii), second row
left en right; Flinders-Petrie, Amulets 1972, no. 257

)
8. SET OF TWO RED JASPER WIG RINGS
Small straight opening at one side, one ring is conical shaped at the
outside, the inside flattened and not polished; the other is rounded at
the outside, both are polished.
Ex priv. coll. F.C., The Hague, Netherlands, acquired early 2000.
New Kingdom, Ramesside period, c. 1300 - 1100 BC.
€ 750
Cf. S. Schoske/D. Wildung, Entdeckungen ÅGYPTISCHE KUNST in SüdDeutschland, Mainz 1985, no. 80

9. SMALL LIMESTONE RELIEF FRAGMENT OF SERVANT
Carved in raised relief showing bust of a bald young man reaching out
with his right arm to the right, facial features with almond-shaped eye,
pointed nose, full lips and large ear.
Ex priv. coll. F.Z., Netherlands, acq. from M. König, Brussels 1990.
Dim. 9,1 x 8 cm. Mounted on black stand
Late Period, 26th Dyn., 7th - 6th cent. BC
€ 6.500
Cf. I. Gamer-Wallert, Fundort unbekannt. Privatsammlern Stuttgart,
Tübingen 1997, Taf. 25, Nr. 92; Cahn Auktionen 2014, no. 43

10. WOOD FUNERARY MUMMY PORTRAIT
So-called ‘Fayum portrait’. Polychrome painted encaustic rectangular
wood panel consisting of three parts, cut off at the top corners,
decorated with a young woman with black curly hair, her body slightly
turned to the right, her head facing, with clear facial features of large
almond-shaped black eyes and nicely arched eyebrows, straight nose
and small fleshy red mouth; wearing a rose coloured tunica with a black
band over her right shoulder, necklace around her neck and in her ears
gold stirrup-shaped earrings threaded with four white pearls.
Thin lindel wood glued to modern cardboard which is being fixed to
modern plywood panel. Written in pencil on the back:
‘…aus der Sammlung Theodor Graf…’
Provenance: ex priv. M.R., Rotterdam by inheritance; originally from
coll. Theodor Graf, Vienna, early 20th cent., hence coll. Krook, and
coll. P.A. Roorda, Haarlem, Netherlands; accompanied by a letter of
Klaus Parlasca 1976
Dim. 30 x 19 cm, middle part restored early 20th century; modern frame
(original frame still preserved).
2nd cent AD
POR
Publ. K. Parlasca, Ritratti di Mummie, Serie B, Rome 2003, vol. IV,
no. 784, tav. 174, 2
Note: these paintings are the earliest type of painting of real human
portraits; this lady really lived in Egypt in the 2nd century AD

11. POLYCHROME WOOD SARCOPHAGUS MASK
Gesso painted wood mask, reddish brown over white gesso, with large
almond-shaped eyes in black and white, large part of white painted wig
with traces of black decoration; flat back. Some paint flaked off.
Ex priv. coll. H.L. (1903-1976) acq. In 1956;
hence by inheritance priv. coll. G.S., Netherlands.
Dim. 20,5 x 12 cm.
Intermediate - Late Period, 10th - 3rd cent. BC
€ 5.975

12. BLUE FAIENCE VESSEL
Squat ovoid body with offset rim decorated with black band, shoulder
decorated with black dotted pattern, cylindrical lug handles at either
side from shoulder to body, on rounded base. Intact.
H. 4,76 cm. Acq. from auction Christie’s New York, June 5, 1998.
Roman Period, 1st - 2nd cent. AD
€ 1.875
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13. CARTONNAGE FOOT CASE.
Stuccoed and polychrome painted foot case depicting two sandalstrapped feet, straps with ladder-patterned border, gilded roundels at
junctions of straps, long slender toes with traces of gilding on some of
nails, ankles bordered with frieze of alternating protective Tyet- and
Djed symbols, on lower part of case metope-scheme frieze with dots.
Underside showing pair of checkerboard soles with papyrus column
between, original fabric of inen in places.
Ex coll. Mrs. Elias-Vaes, Netherlands, acquired 1960s or early 1970s.
L. 25 cm. H. 19.5 cm. Some paint wear at toes, otherwise intact.
Late Ptolemaic - Early Roman Period, 1st cent. BC - 1st cent. AD
€ 7.750
Cf. D’Auria, P.H. Roehrig, P. Lacovara, Mummies and Magic, Boston
1988, p. 208-9, nr. 157; M.J. Raven, De dodencultus van het Oude
Egypte, Amsterdam 1992, p.76 and fig.

16. BRONZE FIGURE OF SEATED OSIRIS
Enthroned and mummiform god, holding crook and flail in crossed
arms, wearing Atef-crown with feathered side plumes and uraeus; solid
cast. Ex priv. coll. M.v.S., Netherlands, acq. from auction Mak van
Waay, Amsterdam 1999 - 2000; before, priv. coll. W. Stuivenberg,
Netherlands 1950 - 1995.
H. 11 cm. Green patina. Mounted
Saite Period, 26th Dyn., 664-525 BC
€ 7.250

17. BRONZE FIGURE OF HARPOCRATES
Standing with his index finger of his right hand to his mouth, wearing
double crown, lock of youth, holding a cornucopiae in his left, leaning
on a tree stump with a snake coiling up. Ex priv. coll. L.J. Jansen, Neth.,
acq. from Gorny & Mosch, München 2013 (282); hence priv. coll.
H.v.H., Netherlands, acq. from auction AAG, Amsterdam 2018.
H. 7,7 cm. Dark Patina. Mounted.
Roman Period, 1st cent. AD
€ 7.500
14. LIMESTONE SCULPTOR’S MODEL
Head of a pharaoh wearing the Nemes headdress with central uraeus,
his ears sticking out; facial features with large almond-shaped eyes,
curved eyebrows, broad nose and pleasant smiling mouth, so
characteristic for ‘Greek influence’; back of head flat. Ex priv. coll. A.C.,
Belgium 1960s - 1970s, with Cahn Basel November 2012
H. 9 cm.
Ptolemaic Period, c. 4th - 3rd cent. BC
€ 14.500
G. Steindorff, Catalogue of the Egyptian Sculpture in the Walters Art
Gallery, Baltinmore 1946, pp. 91-92, pls. LVII

EGYPT - BRONZES

15. LARGE BRONZE FIGURE OF GODDESS MUT
Mut, divine wife of Amun, shown striding on rectangular base with
hieroglyphic inscription reading:’…Mut, eye of Re, mistress of the Two
Lands, may life be given to Cha-Chonsoe-(irdis?), son of Ireru (?) born
from the housewife…’; she is holding one arm alongside, the other
bent, both hands pierced for insertion of attributes, was-sceptre and
ankh symbol, now missing, wearing close-fitting long dress, and double
crown with uraeus on her head, eyes inlaid with gold, collar plated
Ex priv. coll. G.J., Netherlands, acquired from Jacques Schulman BV,
Amsterdam, Netherlands 1983
H. 17,6 cm. Dark green and red patina, mounted on wood stand
Saite Period, 664 - 525 BC
POR
Cf. G. Roeder, Aegyptische Bronzefiguren, Berlin 1956, §281, p. 229,
Abb. 277, pl. 32

18. BRONZE FIGURE OF KHONSU
Enthroned god of Karnak, son of Amun and Mut, clad in plaited skirt,
wearing striated wig with frontal uraeus and lunar disc (missing) within
crescent moon; arms bent, both hands clenched and pierced for
holding a sceptre, rectangular base, tang underneath. Ex priv. coll. L.J.,
Netherlands 2015; before priv. coll. A.L., Germany 1960 - 1972
H. 8,2 cm. Brown patina, small restoration at lunula.
Late Period - Ptoleamaic Period, 4th - 2nd cent. BC
€ 3.975
Cf. G. Roeder, Aegyptische Bronzefiguren, Berlin 1956, §215b, T78e

19. SILVER FIGURE OF AMUN-RE
Solid cast, King of the gods, striding with his left leg advanced, on
rectangular base, wearing short striped skirt (shendit), his left arm
alongside, holding khepresh, sickle-shaped sword, in his left, bent at
elbow; inserted crown of two feathers with central sundisc on his head,
linking him to the sun god Re. Ex priv. coll. S.J.v.d.K, Netherlands,
acq. from Archea 2000. H. 8,5 cm. Mounted on perspex stand
New Kingdom, c. 1200 BC
€ 15.000
Cf. G. Steindorff, Catalogue of the Egyptian Sculpture in the Walters Art
Gallery, Baltinmore 1946, pp. 117-120, no. 483 pl LXXVIII
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20. BRONZE FIGURE OF NEFERTUM AMULET
Solid cast statuette of Nefertum, god of beauty and healing, son of Ptah
and Sechmet, standing on rectangular base with his arms alongside,
wearing short plaited skirt, crown of large lotus flower on his head,
loop at back. Ex Harmer Rooks, USA 1989.
H. 8 cm. Brown and red patina.
Late Period-Ptoleamaic Period, 4th- 3rd cent. BC
€ 3.250
Cf. C. Andrews, Amulets of Ancient Egypt, London 1994, p.18, fig. 12
var.

EGYPT - USHABTIS

21. LIMESTONE USHABTI
Mummiform, crossed hands, each one holding a hoe, wearing tripartite
wig, originally painted black, large ears protruding, short pharaonic
beard. Ex priv. coll. D.R. v. Dam., Netherlands, 1963 onwards,
acq. Vendue huis, The Hague 2018
H. 16,5 cm. Traces of red and black paint, intact. Mounted
New Kingdom, 18th - 19th Dyn., 1550-1050 BC
€ 5.000

22. BEIGE BROWN FAIENCE USHABTI OF DJEHUTYMES
Dark brown faience details for wig and breast collar, holding hoe
implements in crossed hands; frontal column of hieroglyphs
‘...The great of five priests of Thoth of Hermopolis...’
Highpriest of Hermopolis. Ex priv. coll. M., Paris before 1990; acq. Drees
Archeo, Brussels 2014
H. 15 cm. Intact. Mounted on black stand.
New Kingdom, 19th Dyn., c. 1320 - 1200 BC
€ 7.250

23. BLUE GREEN FAIENCE USHABTI OF (DI-)PAY
Mummiform, black tripartite wig, holding hoe in each of his crossed
hands, frontal column of hieroglyphs in black reading:
‘…The Osiris, the sehedj Dipay, justified…’
Ex coll. M.H., acq. from Alexander Ancient Art, Netherlands 2010;
before, coll. M. Betz, USA (2006)
H. 12,9 cm. Intact
New Kingdom, 19th - 20th Dyn., c. 1293-1085 BC
€ 5.250

24. BRILLIANT BLUE FAIENCE USHABTI OF NESY-PER-NUB
Scribe of god’s father Mut, holding hoe in his crossed hands, black
details of striated tripartite wig, heart amulet and two vertical columns
of hieroglyphs reading:
‘…I will irrigate (the riparian lands) for the Osiris, the Scribe and God’s
Father of Mut, Nesiy-per-nub, justified…’
Ex priv. coll. Dr. J.W. Leyds, acq. 1926-7, hence by inheritance
priv. coll. T.v.A., Netherlands
H. 14,5 cm. Intact. Mounted
Third Intermediate Period, 21st Dyn., 1069 - 945 BC, Deir-el-Bahri,
II Cachette, Thebes
€ 15.750
Cf. G. Janes, Shabtis, Paris 2002, p. 101; L. Aubert, Les Statuettes de la
deuxième Cachette de Deir-el-Bahri, p. 76

25. TURQUOISE FAIENCE USHABTI
Pale faience, plain mummiform ushabti, wearing tripartite wig and
beard, pick and hoe in crossed hands, seed basket slung over left
shoulder, back pillar; rectangular base. Carefully modelled, H. 15 cm.
Ex priv. coll. M.v.S., Netherlands, acq. from Drouot, Paris 1980
Saite Period or later, 664 - 342 BC.
€ 3.750
Cf. W.van Haarlem, Corpus Antiquatum Aegytiacarum, APM
Amsterdam 1990, fasc. II, vol.2 nr. 245

26. LARGE USHABTI OF HENB-NAKHT, PRIEST OF HENB
Blue-green faience ushabti, wearing striated tripartite wig, holding pick
and hoe, seed bag over his left shoulder, ten horizontal bands of
impressed hieroglyphs for the
‘Prophet of the divine image, Henb-Nakht, son of Wadjyt-Hert’.
Ex coll. Dr. John Winnie, St. Mary’s Georgia, USA 1970s., acq. Bonhams
2008. H. 21 cm. Intact. Mounted on black stand
Late Period, 26th - 30th dyn., c. 664-343 BC
€ 14.000
Cf. H.D. Schneider, Shabtis, Leiden 1977, no. 5.3.1.149 (for type)

27. WHITE FAIENCE LION COUCHANT
Its forelegs stretched out on rectangular base, tail curled around the
right haunch, suspension loop on its spine.
Ex priv. coll. G.M.R.H., England 2017
L. 6,2 cm. Intact. Rare for its white colour
Ptolemaic Period, 3rd - 1st cent. BC
€ 3.275
Cf. C. Andrews, Amulets of Ancient Egypt, London 1994, p. 64-5
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28. SUMERIAN CUNEIFORM CLAY FOUNDATION CONE
Terracotta foundation cone with domed top bearing frieze of
impressed cuneiform text in nine vertical columns on upperpart of the
cone, from Gudea, one of the most famous rulers of Mesopotamia.
Text consists of a construction hymn:
’…For Nin-gir-su, strong fighter of Enlil, Gudea, ruler of Lagash, has built
what will last forever. He built for him E-ninnu (the temple of Nin-girsu), his shining Indugud-bird, and put him back at his place…’
Ex priv. coll. J.K., Netherlands, 1990 - 2008; with letter of confirmation.
H. 11,5 cm. Intact. Beige clay.
South Mesopotamia, Second Dynasty of Lagash, during reign of Gudea,
2144 - 2124 BC
€ 3.875

29. YORTAN RED TERRACOTTA TRIPOD JUG
Beaked jug with globular bodyon tripod feet, loop handle, cutaway
spout with flanged rim. red-brown slip, burnished.
Ex priv. coll. G.O., Netherlands, acq. Tefaf 2006; before, priv. coll. H. B.,
Germany, 1980s - 1990s.
H. 17,5 cm. Intact
Early bronze Age, Western Anatolia, Yortan, mid 3rd mill. BC
€ 2.250
Cf. T. Kamil, Yortan Cementery in the Early Bronze Age of Western
Anatolia, Oxford 1082, pp.96-98 (shape IX), fig. 45 no. 167

30. YORTAN TERRACOTTA TRIPLE VESSEL
Three squat globular jars joined together, one high arching strap
handle, incised linear decorative patterns; black-grey burnished slip.
Ex priv. coll. Dr. H.B., Germany, acq. 1980s-90s
Dim. 14,3 x 16,5 cm. Handle repaired.
Western Anatolia, Early Bronze Age, mid 3rd mill. BC
€ 1.500
Cf. T. Kamil, Yortan Cementery in the Early Bronze Age of Western
Anatolia, Oxford 1982, p.104-5, shape XV, pl. XV, no.238

31. ELAMITE BRONZE MACE HEAD
Long cylindrical shaft decorated with four vertical rows of spikes
divided by vertical double bands with incised v-shaped decoration, as
wel above and below the spikes, imitating cords.
Ex coll. A.B., Netherlands, acq. from Christie’s London 2003.
H. 19,3 cm. Green patina. Intact
Late 3rd mill. BC
€ 3.500
Cf. P.R.S. Moorey, Catalogue of the Ancient Persian Bronzes in the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 1971, no. 97, pl. 10

32. SUMERIAN BRONZE OFFER BEARER
Naked male figure with long striated hair and a beard, standing with his
slightly wide apart, his arms cut off.
Ex priv. coll. F. O., Netherlands, acq. PAN Amsterdam 1997;
before, M.A. Bax, ex priv. coll. H. Smeets, Netherlands.
H. 11,5 cm. Heavy red and brown patina. Mounted. Very rare
3rd mill. BC, c. 2700 BC
€ 17.500
Publ. H. Smeets Collection, Weert 1975, p. 30, no. 34.

33. CANAANITE BRONZE FLAT FEMALE IDOL
Flat cast female idol figure with small breasts, rounded head with large
applied eyes, nose and mouth, holding one arm across her elongated
body to her abdomen, one arm missing, standing on shortened legs.
Ex priv. coll. G.C. O., Netherlands, acq. Tefaf 2003; before, Jacques
Schulman BV, Amsterdam 1979.
H. 10,3 cm. Mounted on Perspex. Green patina.
Early 2nd mill. BC., The ‘Syrian’ Group, so-called war gods figures
€ 4.250
Cf. O. Negbi, Canaanite Gods in Metal, Tel Aviv University 1976, no.24

34. HITTITE BRONZE PIN
Bronze twin-bull/calf pin with a head at either side on top, pierced
inbetween for attachment, incised hatched and zigzag patterns on neck
of the animals and on upper pin.
Ex coll. J. Schulman, Amsterdam, acq. from J.B., Netherlands 1980.
H. 10,5 cm. Dark patina
c. 1700 - 1600 BC. From Anatolia
€ 1.000

35. NORTH WEST IRAN, BRONZE OMPHALOS BOWL
Outside of shallow body with hammered decoration of ‘multiple drops’
design, centre of interior with hammered rosette within two concentric
ridges, serving as base ring; curving upper part of bowl plane.
Ex priv. coll. prof dr. J.W. Salomonson (1925-2017), Utrecht,
acq. from artmarket Cologne, Germany, before 1980; hence by
inheritance coll. W.S., Netherlands.
Dim. 4,2 x 16,2 cm. Nice green patina, small repair at edge.
8th - 6th cent. BC
€ 5.750
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36. LURISTAN BRONZE SPOUTED VESSEL
Sligtly curved carinated body with incised decoration of lying goat
between two lions, manes hatched; flaring upperpart with large
narrowing beak. Ex priv. coll. H.H., Netherlands, ex G.G., London 1980s.
H. 17,5 cm. Intact, green and red patina. Small chip from rim.
1st mill. BC, 8th - 7th cent. BC. Rare
€ 7.000
Cf. P.R.S. Moorey, Catalogue of the Ancient Persian Bronzes in the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 1971, pp. 276-280

37. LURISTAN HORSE-BIT
Complete bronze cast bit, rigid mouthpiece of square section with
terminals turned over inopposite directions; subrectangular openwork
plaques in shape of foreparts of a horse with four spikes on each others
neck; casting spouts on the upper and lower corners of the back erdge.
Ex priv. coll. E.F.M. B.H., Netherlands 1990s-, acq. From Jaap Polak,
Amsterdam, Tefaf March 18, 2002
Dim. 8,2 x 14 cm; mounted on perspex stand, nice green patina
8th - 7th cent. BC
€ 7.000
Cf. P.R.S. Moorey, Catalogue of the Ancient Persian Bronzes in the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 1971, pp. 108-9, no 108a/b, pl. 13

38. LARGE LURISTAN BRONZE PIN
Plain cast square shank tapering with heavy open-cast head, consisting
of curved ibex head with circular horns coverend with cusps, small rams
head at the forepart of its neck, attacked by a lion jumping onto its
neck. Ex priv. coll. E.M.F. B., Netherlands, acq. from Jaap Polak,
Amsterdam 2005. Exceptional large for its size.
Dim. 11 x 30 cm. Mounted, green and brown patina, partly cleaned
8th - 7th cent. BC
€ 7.500
Cf. P.R.S. Moorey, Catalogue of the Ancient Persian Bronzes in the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 1971, pp. 197-199, pl. 53

GREECE

39. CYPRUS - SMALL OINOCHOE
Black-on-Red-Ware. Rounded body decorated with band of four
horizontals and one set of concentric circles; neck ridged at handle,
flaring mouth, flat base. Ex priv. coll. L.C., Belgium, 1980s-1990s.
H. 8,5 cm. Intact
c. 700 - 600 BC
€ 1.250
Cf. CVA British Museum 2, sec. II Cc, pl. 16/41; S. Lubsen-Admiraal / J.
Crouwel, Cyprus &Aphrodite, Exhibition Catalogue APM, Amsterdm
1989, no. 131

40. CYPRUS – WHITE PAINTED BARREL JAR
Large spherical ‘breast-shaped’ body with central relief nipple on each
side, geometric decoration of cross-hatched lozenge motifs from neck
to halfway body between two bands of concentric circles of varying
thickness around body; design of three thin concentric circles between
broad bands around the nipples; slender neck with flared mouth.
Ex priv. coll. A.B., Switzerland, acq. 1960 - 1980
H. 20 cm. Intact
Geometric Period, 1050 - 750 BC
€ 5.975
Cf. V. Karagheoghis, The Cesnola Collection in the Metropolitan
Museum, New York 2000; Archeologia Viva vol. II, no. 3, Cyprus, Paris
1969, no. 117 var. (Palaepaphos)

41. GEOMETRIC TREFOIL OINOCHOE
Body decorated with horizontal band- and line pattern in black and red,
frieze on shoulder divided in two registers, one with upward pointed
triangles alternating with large dots in black, the lower with reversed
triangles alternating with vertical zigzags; decoration on neck consisting
of two registers with verticals and zigzags divided by double
horizontals; trefoil mouth, band handle from shoulder to mouth.
Ex J.D. Cahn, Basel Sept. 2006; hereafter coll. A.B., Netherlands
H. 23,7 cm. Repair at mouth, handle reattached, paint flaked off in
places.
8th - 7th cent. BC
€ 7.500

42. CORINTHIAN TERRACOTTA EXALEIPTRON
Large bowl with deep incurved lip and loop-handle ending in spur on
each side. Body decorated with dark brown band interrupted by row of
dots on upperside of bowl; inside completely painted black, partly
turned red-brown, two concentric circles in centre.
Diam. 18 cm. Ex priv. coll J. Haering, Freiburg, Germany 2013
Second quarter of 6th cent. BC, c. 575 - 550 BC
€ 1.550
cf. I. Scheibler, Exaleiptra, JDI 79 (1964), p.90/3

43. EARLY CORINTHIAN ALABSTRON
Small pale buff alabastron with tiny lug-handle, decorated with panther
walking right and owl seated left, heads facing; rosettes in field, petals
round lip, shoulder and at underside, dots on rim; parts of animal’s
bodies decorated with added purple. Ex priv.coll. G.C.O., Netherlands,
Tefaf 2008; before, coll. H.J. Hijmersma, acq. from Herbert Cahn, Basel.
H. 8.6 cm. Intact, excellent piece.
Early Corinthian, c. 620 BC
€ 7.000
cf. E. Simon (ed.), Die Sammlung Kiseleff im Martin-von-WagnerMuseum der Universität Würzburg II (1989) 36, no. 68, pl. 2
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44. CORINTHIAN ARYBALLOS
Globular body decorated with two rows of incised scale pattern with
central red dot, lower part of body with red tongues, discus-shaped
mouth with incised z-pattern, alternating red and black tongues on top;
broad angular handle from mouth to shoulder with large red cross.
Ex priv. coll. J.A.Z., Netherlands 1990s, coll. R.Z. by inheritance 2020.
H. 10,5 cm. Intact, some weathering
6th - 5th cent. BC
€ 2.000

45. ATTIC BLACK FIGURE SIANA CUP
Large kylix on low stemmed foot with symposium scene on side A
showing four couches, each with a symposiast conversing with each
other, white dotted wreaths hanging above, small table with food in
front; side B horsemen scene showing four naked horseriders galloping
to the left, third horse in added white paint, rosette and bird in field.
Inside tondo decorated with heraldic sphinx within tongue pattern
bordered by four concentric circles; terracoota pin at underside foot.
Added red and white paint for details. Ex priv. coll. L.v.R., Netherlands,
acq. from Sotheby’s London, July 1985 no. 207
H. 12,8 cm; diam. cup 26 cm. Intact. Some paint flaked off
Greece, 565 - 560 BC by the Taras Painter
€ 9.000
Cf . H.A.G. Brijder, Siana Cups II, Amsterdam 1991, p. 480, pls 161a-b,
162d.

48. ATTIC BLACK FIGURE LEKYTHOS
Elegant lekythos, body on disc foot, painted black with nice full gloss,
reserved parts at underside foot and shoulder, inside handle, neck and
concentric band on top of mouth; shoulder decorated with tiny
palmettes, ring of stripes at base of neck. Ex coll. G.B., Netherlands,
acq. from J. Haering, Freiburg 2009; before, priv. coll. Biel Switzerland.
H. 13.4 cm. Intact.
Greek, c. 480 - 450 BC
€ 3.950

49. ATTIC RED FIGURE OINOCHOE
Ribbed one-handled chous with trefoil lip, decorated with a symposium
scene of a man reclining on a kline, holding a kantharos (drinking cup
for wine), probably Dionysos, a musician playing the lyre seated before
him, a young boy behind carrying a tray with food to be placed on the
table in front. Ex priv. coll. Von der Gönna, Germany, acq. from Cahn
AG, Basel 2008; before, Conradty collection, Germany, no 51
H. 23 cm; some repaint on body, small repair of rim.
Greece, 5th cent. BC, c. 420 - 410 BC
€ sold
Publ. E. Simon, Choenkanne…, Martin von Wagner Museum, Würzburg
1997, pp. 138-9, no. 38; Beazley Archive no. 19741

46. ATTIC BLACK FIGURE AMPHORA
Side A: scene of a man, dressed in chiton with mantle, leaning on a
stick, his right arm stretched out in a greeting gesture to a woman,
seated on a folding stool, holding a flower to her face.
Side B: both figures seated in a more intimate setting, while he is
touching her shoulder and arm, she is putting her left arm on his thigh,
still holding the lotus flower in her right hand. Palmette in lower field at
either side, design of linked palmettes with central lotus bordering the
scenes; alternating linked palmettes on neck, row of tongues on
shoulder; dotted border below scenes, rays above base.
Ex priv. coll G.S., Netherlands, acq. from Sotheby’s London 1978
H. 23 cm. Repaired and restored in places.
Greece, c. 510 - 500 BC
€ 8.250

50. ATTIC RELIEF LEKYTHOS
Small trefoil-lipped lekythos, front modelled in form of seated infant
Dionysos holding cornucopiae in left hand, dressed to his waist,
wreathed, sitting on a rock in a grotto festooned with vines and
bunches of grapes around him, handle and back of lekythos
black glazed. Ex coll. Comtesse de Béhague (ex Christies London 1999)
H. 7 cm. Intact, traces of black ink inscription on base
Greece, third quarter of 4th cent. BC, c. 350 - 325 BC
€ 1.750

47. SMALL GREEK ALABSTER ALABASTRON
Slender, somewhat elongated body with broad disc rim and
pronounced ridge encircling upper part of body, tapering to a rounded
base. Ex coll. George R. Francoeur, Bloomfield Hills, MI., USA,
acq. from Chartles Ede Ltd., London, catalogue 162, May 1996, no. 46
H.10,5 cm. Chip at lip restored, otherwise intact.
6th cent. BC
€ 2.500

51. ANATOLIAN TERRACOTTA FRIEZE PLAQUE
Polychrome fragment of architectural revetment from a frieze
decorated in red, white and black with a horseman in relief, galloping
to the right; hind part of horse with triskeles emblem, rider wearing
long black hair and long white trousers; base with alternating red and
black squares. Mould-made. Ex priv. coll. A.R., London, acquired from
Sotheby’s London 24 February 1965, lots 50-64.
Dim. 25 x 19 cm
6th cent. BC
€ 3.500
Cf. see also Sotheby’s London, auction 6th July 1964 nrs. 45-47, and 28th
June 1965, lots 89-91
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52. BOEOTIAN TERRACOTTA ‘PAPPADES’ FIGURE
Solid, hand-made flat body of a female figure with short arms stretched
out, long neck and bird-like beaked face, wearing small flaring polos
with large voluted curl on her head; dotted, striped and wavy
decoration in black all over his figure. Light orange brown clay.
Ex priv. coll. H.M., Canada, acq. 2007 (with statement).
H. 17,4 cm. Chip from the back, otherwise intact.
6th cent. BC, c. 580 - 550 BC
€ 3.250
Cf. R.A. Higgins, Catalogue of the Terracottas in the British Museum,
London repr.1970, Vol. I, no. 775, pl. 104; Robert A. Lunsingh
Scheurleer, Grieken in het Klein, Allard Pierson Museum 1986, no.13

56. CYPRUS(?) TERRACOTTA WILD BOAR RATTLE
Small hollow rounded body on four applied short legs, tiny pointed ears
and upright snubby snout, a crest on top in two parts and a curled tail.
Tiny venthole in the back; pebble inside, used as child’s toy.
Ex priv. coll. Prof. Dr A.B., Netherlands, acq. from Rhea, Zürich at Tefaf
Maastricht, 2006. Probably from Cyprus.
Dim. 6 x 8 cm. Intact; cf. British Museum nr. 1982.0729.89
4th - 2nd cent. BC
€ 1.475

SOUTH ITALY

53. EAST GREEK TERRACOTTA MODEL OF ANTEFIX
Fragment of a model of a temple front with plain roof; front with relief
decoration of large palmette with volute lotus flowers and a band of
meanders below; part of roof broken off.
Ex Frank Sternberg, Zürich, Switzerland 1970s; Musée d’Art Classique
de Mougins, France, acq. from Christie’s NY 2007.
Dim. 17,5 x 26 cm.
6th cent. BC
€ 4.500
Publ. M. Merrony (ed.), Mougins Museum of Classical Art, Mougins,
2011, p. 64, fig. 22
57. SICILY, CENTURIPE, TERRACOTTA FEMALE FIGURE
Imposing statuette of Aphrodite standing half-naked with her left foot
resting on a footstool, arms raised and stretched out as to holding
something, her clothing wrapped around her hips, her redbrown
braided updo hair bound in a top bun; traces of rose and dark red paint.
Ex coll. Kunstzalen A. Vecht, Amsterdam 1989.
H. 29 cm. Neck repaired, otherwise intact.
3rd cent. BC
€ 10.000
54. BOEOTIAN TERRACOTTA
Large figure of a woman standing frontally on high square base, with
her arms alongside, dressed in girdled peplos with straight vertical
folds, her right leg slightly bent forward, completely covered with white
slip; large rectangular opening at reverse. Red band on front of base.
Ex priv. coll. Wagelaar, Bergen, Netherlands, 1990s - 2000s
H. 34 cm. Intact. Mounted on wooden stand.
5th cent. BC
€ 4.250

55. ATTIC BLACK FIGURE SKYPHOS
Both sides decorated with god of wine, Dionysos holding a drinkinghorn, reclining between seated maenads with wreath in her hands,
tendrils in field; ivy leaf below horizontal handles. Ex Jacques Schulman
BV, Amsterdam, acq. from Sotheby’s, London 1981.
H. 8,6 cm. Intact.
Haimon Painter, 5th cent. BC., c. 470 BC
€ 3.000
Cf. E. Haspels, Attic Black-figured lekythoi, Paris, 1936, p. 135;
J.D. Beazley, Attic Black figure Vase-Painters, NY 1978, p.557-8
Publ. Jacques Schulman BV., Amsterdam, List 237, 1988, no. 16

58. TERRACOTTA ALTAR OF FAMILY GROUP
Mother and father figures seated on a high-backed throne, mother with
baby child on her lap, while holding a phiale in her right hand, wearing
polos on her head and long chiton with mantle; male figure holding a
phiale in his right hand, clad in chiton with mantle on his left shoulder.
Ex priv. coll., Edinburgh (1938 - 2021) acq. from Charles Ede Ltd,
London, 1993. Probably Campanian..
Dim. 12 x 11 cm. Intact.
2nd cent. BC
€ 3.500
Publ. Charles Ede Ltd, Greek and Roman Terracotta Sculpture, October
1993, no. 15; cf. group of two feales, M. Mogensen, La Collection
Egyptienne de la Glyptotheque Ny Carlsburg, Copenhagen 1930,
pl.XLV.A298
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59. APULIAN RED FIGURE HYDRIA
Red figure scene of female figure with wreath in one hand and
presenting square box with two white ‘eggs’ on top to another woman
seated on rock, details of hair, necklace and bracelet in added white; on
reverse, two large palmettes, one above the other, at either side volute
half-palmettes, wave-pattern below, vertical stripes on neck and band
of palmettes on shoulder.
Ex priv. coll. D.D., Netherlands before 1974.
H. 29,2 cm. Repair at chipped mouth, otherwise intact
4th cent. BC
€ 7.750

60. APULIA, SMALL RED FIGURE BELL KRATER
Red figure decoration on side A of a leopard standing in attentive
posture to the left, body dotted, ears straight up, tail raised, half
volutes at either side, large white bordered red roundel before him, ivy
leave between three berries in added white in upper left and right of
scene, window(?) above; side B with lady seated on rock to the left,
holding a wreath in her right and an alabastron in her left hand, white
bordered red roundels and white ivy leave with berries at either side
above and before her; palmette beneath the horizontal handles.
Ex priv. coll. Groeneveld, Amsterdam, collected late 19th cent., inherited
by descent, Netherlands, 1990 - 2008
H. 17,5 cm. Intact
4th cent. BC
€ 3.500

61. APULIAN RED FIGURE LIDDED OINOCHOE
Body decorated with female head ‘en profile’, wearing a radiated
wreath and her hair in a ornate saccos inadded white and yellow colors;
large palmette under the handle, which forme
d into a
‘Herakles knot’, laurelband around neck; lid with two female heads ‘en
profile’ alternating with a palmette. Ex German priv. coll. 1960s - 1990s,
hence Bonhams London 2013 and acq. from Bonhams London 2022.
H. 18,5 cm; ink number ‘129’ on the underside of base and of lid.
4th cent. BC, 340 - 330 BC
€ 4.500

62. APULIAN RED FIGURE LEKYTHOS
Decorated with a female figure’dancing’ to the left, dressed in chiton
‘dancing’ to the left while throwing a ball in the air; half volute at either
side. Priv. coll. J.A.Z., Netherlands, acq. from Gallery Stormbroek 1999.
H. 14,8 cm. Intact.
4th cent. BC
€ 1.750

63. APULIAN RED FIGURE ONE-HANDLED JAR
Body decorated with a figure of a winged griffin jumping to the left,
vericcal band of chevrons at either side, large palmette between half voluted palmettes and beneath double handle; egg-and dot band
around neck, broad lip with wave pattern on top and stripe design at
underside of lip. Ex priv. coll. Prof. Dr. A.B., Netherlands acq. from
Gallery Rhea, Zürich, Tefaf 2006; ex coll. I. Pagnini, 1970s, Neth.
H. 8,7 cm.
4th cent. BC
€ 1.875

64. APULIAN RED FIGURE CHOUS, FELTON PAINTER
Small one-handled oinochoe with trefoil mouth, deorated within frame
of head of satyr with tall neck, snob nose, animal ears and messy hair,
facing left between half volutes.
Seaby Ltd, London 1985; Christie’s London 2012. H. 11,5 cm. Intact.
c. 330 BC. Attributed to the Felton Painter
€ 3.800
Cf. A.D. Trendall, The Felton Painter and the newly acquired Apulian
Comic Vase by his hand, Oxford 1964

65. DAUNIAN FUNNEL KRATER
Globular body and funnel-shaped mouth, two vertical handles and two
plastic animal heads on shoulder, decorated in red and black with
several horizontal bands, in handle zone on either side two panels with
squares, divided by animal heads. Ex private coll. G.B., acq. from gallery
Stormbroek, Netherlands 2003
H. 22.5 cm. Some wear. Apulia, 6th-5th cent. BC
€ 3.000
Cf. D. Yntema, The Matt Painted Pottery of Southern Italy, Thesis Vrije
Universiteit, Amsterdam 1985, p. 367, fig. 249 var.

66. DAUNIAN TERACOTTA KYATHOS
Shallow bowl with broad and high arching and looped handle with
applied disc ‘eye’ knobs imitating rivets and stylised ‘animal head’ on
top, now missing, decorated with geometric patterns in umber, black
and red paint. Used as a ladle for dipping diluted wine from larger
mixing bowl. Ex priv. coll. Prof. dr. A.B., Netherlands,
acq. from Galerie Cahn, Basel 2005.
H. 4 cm; diam. rim 13,1 cm. Handle repaired.
550 - 450 BC
€ 1.250
Cf. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, acc. nr. 65.11.8
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ETRURIA

67. DAUNIAN DUCK-SHAPED TERRACOTTA ASKOS
On its back a funnel with strainner and band-handle, it’s beak as a
spout, decorated with gewometric patterns of circles, squares, crosses
and triangles in dark brown and red.
Ex priv. coll. C.L., Germany 1950s.
Dim. 23 x 14,8 cm. Intact, small tip of beak restored.
Daunian, end 4th- early 3rd cent. BC
€ 4.500
Cf. BABESCH, Matt-Painted Pottery of Southern Italy, Utrecht 1985,
p. 390, fig. 274

68. TARENTINE GILDED TERRACOTA ANIMAL RELIEF
Applique fragment with combat scenen of lion attacking winged liongriffin from behind, grabbing its rear with its teeth, while griffin turning
back its head and is trying to escape. Beige clay, mould-made, gilded.
Ex priv. coll. F.Z., Netherlands, acq. from J.D. Cahn, Basel, Tefaf 2007
Dim. 5,2 x 8 cm. Mounted on Perspex.
4th cent. BC, c. 350 - 320 BC
€ 10.000
This type of mould-made terracotta appliques probably served as
decoration for funerary furniture
Cf. K. Schefold, meisterweke Griechischre Kunst, Basel 1960, p. 266, VII
354

69. GNATHIAN EPICHYSIS
Reel-shaped body with high handle curving above to beaked mouth,
small head applique at either side; added decoration of vertical stripes
in white at lower part of neck, shoulder decorated with two opposite
rows of grapes and tendrils in white and yellow, divided by central line
in red; row of white stripes below. Ex priv. coll. J.H.S, Amsterdam 1976
H. 17 cm; beak repaired, small chip fom base, otherwise intact
4th cent. BC
€ 1.450

70. APULIA, TERRACOTTA MEDUSA APPLIQUE
Large applique of winged and horned head of Medusa, facing, snake
hair around face, lunula on top, broad feathered wings at either side of
head; plain and flat back; completely covered with gesso layer, paint
flaked off. Ex priv. coll. Dr. L., Switzerland 1950. From Canosa.
Dim. 19,5 x 12 cm. One wing repaired.
Early 3rd cent. BC.
€ 6.500
Medusa is one of the three Gorgons, daughters of the gods of the sea,
Phorkys and Keto in Greek mythology. Originally used as decorative and
apotropaic ornament of a large askos for the grave.

71. ETRUSCAN BUCCHERO ASKOS
In shape of a horse standing on four very short legs, outwardly turned;
long neck, tube-formed head with opening for pouring liquid, large
erect ears with broad bandhandle arching to its spherical body and
connected to a large spout with broad mouth; incised geometric
shaded decoration of zigzags and semicircular design. Ex priv. coll. G.B.,
Netherlands, acq. from Venduhuis Dick Haut, Maastricht 2006.
Dim. 20 x 20,2 cm.; ears and chip of rim restored, handle and legs
repaired.
7th cent. BC. Rare
€ 4.000
Cf. M. Martinelli/G. Paolucci, Etruscan Places, Florence 2006, p.12 fig

72. VILLANOVA BRONZE CHEEKPIECE
Cheekpiece from a horsebit cast in the form of a stylized horse with tall
mane to give it a crested effect, ending in small ring at its back, the legs
ending in a ring. Ex priv. coll. E.M.F. B., Netherlands, acq. from Royal
Athena Galleries, New York, March 19, 1999.
Dim. 7 x 8,7 cm. Mounted on perspex stand, fine green patina.
8th cent. BC, c. 750-700 BC.
€ 7.750
Publ. Royal Athena Galleries, Art of the Ancient World, 1991, no. 42;
Cf. I. Jucker, Italy of the Etruscans, Israel Museum, Jerusalem 1991, 102

73. ETRUSCAN BLACK FIGURE PONTIC CHALICE
Cup on stemmed flaring foot, underside reserved; body decorated with
scene of swans fluttering to the left with widespread wings; offset base
of cup decorated with band of rays. Black paint fired red all over, added
red paint on wings fired grey; stem hollow, tapering to base of cup.
Acq. from Royal Athena Galleries, New York 2013.
H. 9,2 cm. Small chips of rim restored, burned to red, otherwise intact.
6th cent. BC
€ 4.500
Cf. L. Hannestad/A. Drukker, The Followers of the Paris Painter,
Copenhagen 1976, p. 72, no. 111, pl. 45b

74. ETRUSCAN STEMMED DISH.
Tondo decorated with scroll and dot pattern in umber red and white
slip, circumscribed by plain band with a cross-hatch decorated
flattened rim, underside with rays emanating from the top of stemmed
foot. H. 14 cm. Diam. 23.3 cm. Repaired with minor restoration.
Ex private coll., Munich, Germany, acquired before 1990.
c. 6th cent. BC
€ 2500
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75. ETRUSCO-CORINTHIAN TERRACOTTA MONKEY
Vase in shape of monkey seated with crossed ‘feet’, raising its right paw
to its muzzle and his left to its ear; aperture on top of head, decoration
worn. Ex priv. coll., England, 2006 (Bonhams)
H. 11,3 cm. Buff clay
2nd - 3rd quarter of 6th cent. BC
€ 3.750
Cf. A. Kozloff, Animals in Ancient Art from Leo Mildenberg Collection,
Cleveland 1981, no. 95; Jucker, Italy of the Etruscans, The Israel
Museum, Jerusalem/Mainz 1991, as no. 290, described as EtruscanCorinthian and probably made in Cerveteri (acc. to Jucker)

76. ETRUSCAN TERRACOTTA EQUESTRIAN RELIEF
Fragment of relief group of two horseriders galloping to the right,
one rider raising his arm for grasping the manes of the horse, reins in
relief, hanging loosely around necks of both horses, traces of red paint.
Probably Caeretan. Ex priv. coll. F.Z., Netherlands 2006.
Dim. 15,6 x 12 cm. Mounted. Orange-brown clay
Late 6th - early 5th cent. BC.
€ 5.975
Cf. Die Welt der Etrusker, exhib. cat., Berlin 1988, B6 1.13-14

77. ETRUSCAN BRONZE FIGURE OF HERAKLES
Standing naked except for his lion’s skin, forepaws knotted around his
chest, rest wrapped over his left shouder and bent arm, his right one is
raised for brandishing a now missing club. Ex priv. coll. A.B.,
Netherlands, acq. from Christies, London 1999.
H. 12 cm. Dark green patina. Mounted and intact.
5th - 3rd cent. BC
€ 7.750
Cf. I. Jucker, Italy of the Etruscans, Israel Museum, Jerusalem 1991, no.
145; H.A.G. Brijder e.a., De Etrusken, Amsterdam 1989, fig. 156

78. ETRUSCAN TERRACOTTA VOTIVE MODEL OF BREAST
Hollow cast, biconical shape with central nipple, stand-ring at
underside around vent-hole. Ex priv. coll. L.v.R., Netherlands, 1987s
Diam. 7 cm. Orange clay with mica particles. Fine quality
5th - 4th cent. BC
€ 875
Cf. Exhibition catalogue RMO, Satricum-Nieuw Licht op een Oude Stad,
Leiden 1985, no. 314

79. ETRUSCAN RED FIGURE BEAKED OINOCHOE
Decorated with satyr and maenad scene, naked satyr with tail offers
maenad a white beaded necklace between large florals; on cilyndrical
neck a woman dressed in peplos, an apple(?) in outstretched arm
between half voluted palmettes; band handle with thumb rests.
Ex priv. coll. J.H.S., Netherlands 1976 - 1980s
H. 27,5 cm. Intact.
4th cent. BC. Torcop Group
€ 4.750
Cf. J.D Beazley, Etruscan Vase Painting, New York 1976, p.169, pl.36 var

80. LARGE TERRACOTTA LID OF CINERARY URN
Recumbent child leaning on rectangular cushion, holding patera
umbilicata in his right hand; draped around his lower body. Set on large
rectangular plinth, small, square vent hole on top of head. Pale, orangebeige clay with traces of red paint. Ex priv. Swiss coll., acq. from Galeria
Serodine 2001, Switserland. Small piece missing from drapery, tiny chip
from patera, otherwise intact. Dim. 28 x 40 x 22,5 cm.
Probably from Chiusi, 2nd cent. BC
€ 15.000
Cf. H.A.G. Brijder et alt., Kleur! Bij Grieken en Etrusken, Amsterdam
2005, p. 182, no. 293; L.B. van der Meer, De Etrusken, Den Haag 1977,
pp. 62-3

81. ETRUSCAN TERRACOTTA VOTIVE ‘HALF’ HEAD
Hollow cast profile of youthful and idealized male, showing left side of
face with straight nose and curly fringe of hair, veil covering his head.
Ex priv. coll. England, Bonhams London 2002, no. 199
H 30 cm. Tip of chin broken off
3rd - 2nd cent. BC
€ 4.500
Cf. L.B. van der Meer, De Etrusken, Den Haag 1977, pp. 54-5
Terracotta votive offerings were found in bothroi (votive pits), very
popular from 5th century onwards

82. TERRACOTTA VOTIVE INFANT.
Swaddled boy, wrapped in bindings up to half-way breast, head veiled,
wearing necklace with bulla around neck; traces of white slip and red
paint, back unmodelled, large vent hole. Ex coll. F. Mouthaan,
Netherlands, acq. Tefaf Maastricht 1999, no. 89
H. 23 cm. Lower part missing. Mounted on black stand.
nd
2 cent BC. Rare
€ 4.500
cf. N. Spivey, Etruscan Art, London 1997, pp. 178- 180
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83. BRONZE FIGURE OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT
Standing with his weight on his right leg, his left leg set back, his head
with wavy hair turned to the left, wearing short peplos with mantle
pinned at the back of both shoulders, his left arm bent at elbow holding
now missing apples of the Hesperides (?), his right arm resting on a
missing club. Ex priv. coll. E.B., UK, formed 1965-1975.
H. 8,5 cm. Red, brown and green patina. Mounted. Rare
1st cent. AD.
€ 10.000
cf. Exhibion catalogue The search fo Alexander. Supplement to the
catalogue, 5 March to 10 July 1983. The Royal Ontario Museum,
Toronto, S-10; for his typical hair: M. Bieber, Alexander the Great in
Greek and Roman Art (Chicago 1964) pl. XXXV, 69-70

84. ROMAN BRONZE MIRROR CASE
Circular mirror box consisting of two large hinged discs with raised
edges and outer surface decorated with one large and one small
concentric circle in relief; both discs have a double omega-shaped
handle at one side, hooked in a looped applique of a theatre mask, and
a simple hinge at the other side; inner surface with polished silvering.
Ex priv. coll. Prof. Dr. A.B., Netherlands, bought at Tefaf 2007 from
Kunsthandel Mieke Zilverberg, sold at Christie’s London 2006.
Diam. 12 cm without handles, 19 cm wth handles
1st - 2nd cent. AD
€ 4.000
Cf. J.W. Hayes, Greek, Roman and Related Metalware in the Royal
Ontario Museum, Toronto 1984, pp. 190-193, nos. 321-324 check

85. ROMAN BRONZE WINGED AMOR
Chubby figure of naked Amor, god of love, moving forward with his
wings wide spread; his left arm stretched out, probably for holding a
now missing torch, his hair with a braid on top. Ex priv. coll. L. J.,
Netherlands, acq. from G.&M., München, 2006.
H. 14,8 cm. Moss green patina. Mounted
2nd - 3rd cent. AD
€ 25.000

86. ROMAN LIMESTONE RELIEF FRAGMENT OF MARCUS AURELIUS,
161-180 AD
Over lifesize fragment of limestone head ‘en profile’ of emperor
Marcus Aurelius to the right, full curly beard and moustache, his hair
done in spiral curls with wavy locks, wearing laurel wreath with heavy
drilling holes still visible for originally applied gold leaves; his eye with
iris carved in high relief, incised wrinkles aside the eye, ear clearly
carved, his nose broken off; reverse roughly carved.
Ex priv. coll. Chr. De Bruijn, Brussels, end 1970s-early 1980s; hence coll.
R.v.L., Netherlands; priv. coll. F.Z., Netherlands 2017
Dim. 32 x 26 x 13 cm. Mounted
2nd cent AD, c. 170 - 180 AD
POR

87. ROMAN GLAZED SKYPOS
Grey green glazed cup on low broad foot with two squarely-shaped
handles with indents for thumb; relief decoration of foliage as oak
leaves on both sides of body. Ex priv. coll. J.A.Z., acq. from Gallery
Stormbroek, Netherlands 1999
H. 7 cm. Intact
1st cent. AD
€ 2.750

88. NORTH AFRICA TERRA CHIARA SET OF COOKING POTS
Set of two cooking pots of different size, the smaller one fitting exactly
in the larger one; both having a lid with central knob, to be used as a
plate for eating as well. Ex priv. coll. M.H., Netherlands, acq. 1994 from
priv. coll. D.M., Netherlands 1980s
Diam. 17-22 cm; h. 10 - 13,5 cm; both intact.
1st - 3rd cent. AD
€ 1.750
Note: Terra chiara red slip ware originates from Tunesia

89. NORTH AFRICA, LARGE TERRA CHIARA PLATE
Decorated with incised double concentric circles, innercircle with
stamped decoration of alternating palm and oak leaves, central floral.
Ex priv. coll. dr. Angelo. R. Bergamo., New Jersey, acq. from Harmer
Rooke Galleries, NY 1991; Arte Primitivo, New York 2012
Diam. 33 cm; h. 4 cm. Intact
3rd -4th cent. AD
€ 1.675
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90. SMALL ROMAN BRONZE POCKET KNIFE
Nice detailed handle with ribbed knob on top flaring towards
triangular-shaped blade connected by small piercing knob.
L. 7 cm. Intact. Dark patina. Ex priv. coll. L.v.R. Netherlands 1980s
1st cent. AD
€ 1.250

91. ROMAN BRONZE MOUSE
Small figure of a mouse on his hind legs, his front and his front legs
slightly lifted, ears back, sniffing something. Ex priv. coll. H.v.H,
Netherlands, acq. from coll. G.G., London 1980s
Dim. 4 x 4,2 cm. Dark green patina, mounted.
1st - 2nd cent. AD
€ 1.850

92. ROMAN PIPECLAY CALYX BOWL
Chalice-shaped bowl with straight thick lip, on broad ringbase.
Ex priv. coll. L.v.R., Netherlands, 1970s-1990s
Dim. 8 x 10,6 cm. Intact
1st cent. AD
€ 1.750

93. ROMAN BRONZE FIGURE OF HERCULES
Standing with his weight on his right leg, holding his left arm raised for
holding a now missing spear, looking down at his right hand, his lions’
skin hanging diagonally over his body from his left shoulder to lower
part of his right arm. Ex priv. coll. M.v.S., Netherlands, acq. from AAG,
Amsterdam 2018; former priv. coll L.J., Netherlands, 2003 – 2017
H. 9,4 cm. Green and red patina. Mounted
1st cent. AD
€ 5.500

94. THREE ROMAN SILVER SPOONS
Large ligula, 3rd-5th cent AD; ligula with knob, 2nd-3rd cent. AD; small
strainer with pointed end, 2nd-3rd cent. AD
Ex priv. coll. S.J. vander K., Netherlands, acq. from Archea 1999-2000;
before, coll. Derek Content, New York, USA, before 1995.
L. 27 cm; 15 cm; 13 cm.
2nd - 5th cent. AD
€ 12.500; € 5.500; € 9.750

95. ROMAN FEMALE BONE STATUETTE
Standing frontal, clad in long plaited dress in layers, holding her arms
raised before her and bent at elbow, gold ‘snake’ bracelets around
wrists, gold earrings with two pearls and turquoise glass bead, her hair
dressed up in double knot (‘butterfly’) on top of head, chignon at nape
of neck; dark color for eyes, brows and hair; back flattened.
Ex coll. H. Mahboubian, UK 1960s; Christie’s London 1997, lot 133; with
statement from Christies, London
H. 19,7 cm. Intact, some encrustation. Mounted, rare.
3rd - 4th cent. AD
€ 15.000
Cf. C. Vermeule ea., Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 1976, p.57, no. 76

LAMPS

96. PHOENICIAN /CANAANITE TERRACOTTA LAMP
Shallow saucer lamp, earliest type; open, round bowl, beak-like
wick-rest formed by pinching up the rim. Ex priv. coll. prof. P.M.S.
Jones, UK, before 2002. L. 17,7; diam. 18,5 cm. Orange clay, fired black
in places at underside. Small chip from rim, otherwise intact.
2nd mill. BC, c. 1600 - 1400 BC
€ 975
Publ. Peter Jones, Collecting Ancient Lamps, Swansea 2002. Cf Y.
Israeli/U. Avida, Oil-Lamps from Eretz Israel, Jerusalem 1988, pp. 9-10
cat. no.1; T. Szentleleky. Ancient Lamps, Chicago 1969, p. 21 no. 1

97. GREEK TERRACOTTA STANDARD LAMP
Wheel made, round and flattened bowl with raised, conical tube in the
centre; projecting shavel-shaped nozzle, black-glazed apart from side
and underside; spiral grooves from wheel on base.
Ex coll. L.v.R., Netherlands, 1970s-90s
L. 10,8 cm, w. 8,6 cm; fire-crack and small chip rim.
5th cent. BC
€ 575
Cf T. Szentleleky, Ancient Lamps, Chigago 1969, p. 31, no. 12

98. SMALL HELLENISTIC TERRACOTTA LAMP
One-wick mouldmade lamp, round body with long projecting nozzle,
shoulder decorated with grooves and alternating bunche of grapes and
lightening in relief, figure of lightening in relief on nozzle; pad base.
Ex priv. coll. L.v.R., Netherlands, 1970s-90s
L. 8,2 cm.
1st cent. BC - 1st cent. AD
€ 225
Cf. G. Heres, Die Punischen und Griechischen Tonlampen der Staatlichen
Museem zu Berlin, Berlin/Amsterdam 1969, no. 122
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GLASS

99. ROMAN DOUBLE-WICK TERRACOTTA LAMP
Circular body, discus decorated in relief with winged Amor running to
the right, two voluted nozzles. Orange clay, handle missing.
Ex priv. coll. L.v.R, Netherlands, 1970-1990s.
Dim. 12 x 8,3 cm
1st cent. AD
€ 1.250

100. ROMAN BRONZE OILLAMP
Round body with large flling-hole, pear-shaped, projecting nozzle,
crescent-shaped thumb-plate above vertical ring handle; at base of
either side of nozzle and in centre of crescent small suspension rings; at
underside base concentric circles. Ex priv. coll. I.B., France, acq. 2000.
L. 10,3 cm. Dark patina, tip of crescent terminals missing.
1st cent. AD
€ 1.100
cf. T. Szentléleky, Ancient Lamps, Budapest 1969, nr. 278, coarse
surface; H. Menzel, Antike Lampen, Mainz 1969, Nr. 682

103. LARGE ROMAN ONE-HANDLED FLASK
Free blown, rounded body with spiral trail, angular strap handle from
neck to shoulder, looped beneath rim; concave base; rim of mouth
turned out and over.
Ex priv. coll. H. v. H, Belgium, acq. from J. Schulman BV, Amsterdam,
List 214, 1978, no. 78
H. 19 cm. Intact, some iridescence.
1st cent. AD
€ 5.000
Cf. Ancient Glass, Bomfort Collection, Bristol Museum 1976, 59

104. ROMAN AMBER CUP OR ACETABULUM
Hemispherical body on pad base, slightly flaring to rounded rim with
pinched-out ridge or tubular flange below.
Ex priv. coll. F. of Surrey, UK 1960s; priv. coll. C.M., Netherlands,
acq. 2010.
H. 4,7 cm. Tiny chip from base, otherwise intact.
1st cent. AD
€ 4.250
Cf. Oppenländer, RGM, Köln 1974-5, p. 108, no. 295; H.v. Rossum,
Roman and Early Byzantine Glass, 2009, p. 20; Laméris, no. 63

101. TERRA CHIARA OILLAMP, CHRIST MONOGRAM
Pear-shaped body, elongated nozzle, pointed handle, shoulder with
concentric circles alternating with palmettes, discus
decorated with XP (Chi-Rho) monogram, bejewelled with beads.
Ex priv. coll. L.v.R., Netherlands 1980s-1990s.
L. 15 cm. Intact
4th - 5th cent. AD, North Africa
€ 925
Cf. J.J. Hermann Jr., A. van den Hoek, Light from the Age of AugustineLate Antique Ceramics from North Africa, Cambridge 2002, p. 62, no. 52

105. AMBER ‘PILGRIM’ FLASK
Mould-blown body decorated with honeycomb pattern on both sides,
small neck with wide funnel-shaped rim and applied white handles.
Ex coll. Donald Brown, Boston, USA, formed in 1960s; Bonhams 2014.
H. 12 cm. Intact. Some iridescence
2nd - 3rd cent. AD
€ 6.750

102. BYZANTINE BRONZE STANDARD OILLAMP WITH LID
Pear-shaped body with circular nozzle, handle with openwork scrolls
and central volute palmette; dome-shaped lid decorated with incised
grooves, double knob on top, small square hole in base to stick the
lamp on a tripod stand. Ex priv. coll. K.V., Germany, acq. before 2000
Dim. 9,8 x 20,4 cm. Nice dark green patina
6th - 8th cent. AD
€ 5.500
Cf. H. Menzel, Antike Lampen, Mainz 1969, Nr. 692,

106. ROMAN YELLOW AMPHORISKOS
Yellow oval body with flattened base, cylindrical neck, everted ground
rim, two vertical blue handles from shoulder to neck under mouth.
Ex priv. coll. C. M., Neth., acq. from Archea 2002.
H. 10 cm. Intact. Eastern Mediterranean, Judea, Syria, parallels known
from Palmyra
1st cent. AD
€ 6.000
Cf. Y. Israeli, Ancient Glass in the Israel Museum The E. Dobkin
Collection, Jerusalem 2003, no. 337
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JEWELLERY
107. ROMAN GREENISH FUNNEL
Bag-shaped body drawn at one end into a spout, cylindrical neck with
wide everted rim, folded inward.
Coll. C.M., Netherlands, inv. 1/10, acq. 1999. Dim. 7 x 8,5 cm.
Blue iridescence, part of spout restored.
1st - 2nd cent. AD
€ 2.675
Cf. Y. Israeli, Ancient Glass in the Israel Museum, The E. Dobkin
Collection, Jerusalem 2003, no. 382

108. SEA-GREEN JANIFROM SPRINKLER
Body blown in bipartite mould in shape of two heads of a youth
back-to-back, short neck constricted, broad slight collar mouth,
pinched-out base.
Ex Cahn, Basel; coll. P. Arts, Netherlands before 2000; thence
priv. coll. C.M., Netherlands, acq. Bonhams, London 2001.
H. 10,5. Intact
3rd cent. AD
€ 7.500
Pub. P.L.W. Arts, Collection of Ancient Glass, 500 BC-500 AD, Lochem
2000, no. 61

109. GREEN GLASS DOUBLE BALSAMARIUM
Green body mould-blown to produce diagonal fluting and pincered to
form double-tube; two blue folded handles.
H.12.3 cm. One side of body covered with silver iridescence.
Ex coll. M.v.S., Netherlands 2008.
3rd - 4th cent. AD
€ 4.250

110. YELLOW GREEN FOOTED OVAL DISH
Rim folded outwards and over, shallow dish to form a broad, thickened
rim, central kick and separately attached oval foot with faint tooled
decoration on the exterior.
Originally priv. coll. Perthshire 1900-1965, hence coll. of the Estate of
the late Ellen Broun; acq. from Bonhams London, 2022 lot 114.
L. 19,5 cm. Intact
5th - 6th cent. AD
€ 4.500
Cf. For tooling of the foot: D.B. Harden, Roman Glass from Karanis,
Oxford 1936, no. 17

111. ROMAN GOLD RING
Dark orange cornelian stone engraved with a scene of seated goddess
Fortuna with rudder at her feet and holding a cornucopiae in right
raised hand, being wreathed by a winged god Mercury, the gobetween
of the gods and humans, and a patron of the merchants. Ex coll.
Jacques Schulman BV, Amsterdam 1986. Setting modern.
1st - 2nd cent. AD
€ 7.000

112. ROMAN GOLD RING
Light orange cornelian stone engraved with a winged Pegasus horse
flying to the left. Pegasus was a Greek mythogical figure born out of
love between Medusa and Poseidon; but when Medusa, one of the
three Gorgones sisters, was sled by Perseus, he came to existence out
of the blood of Medusa. Ex priv. coll. F.H.A., Netherlands, acq. from
Bonhams London 2010. Gold setting late 19th - early 20th century.
1st -2nd cent. AD
€ 4.500

113. ROMAN SILVER RING
Orange red jasper stone engraved with the figure of goddess
Athena/Minerva standing to the right, clad in long dress, helmeted and
holding a spear in her left hand, resting her right hand on a shield.
Ex priv. coll. M.v.S., Netherlands 2005; A. Krug, Köln, nr. 270
Diam. inner ring 17 mm; outer side 20 x 25 mm
1st - 2nd cent. AD
€ 3.250

114. ROMANO-CELTIC SILVER TRUMPET FIBULA
Circular shape with central gold applique.
Ex priv. coll. P.L., London, before 2000. Diam. 3,4 cm. Mounted
1st - 2nd cent. AD
€ 1.850

115. TWO MEROVINGIAN BRONZE BELT BUCKLES
a.
Gilt, rounded and oval-shaped, geometric relief decoration.
Dim. 3,5 x 3,5 cm. Green and dark patina.
6th-7th cent. AD
€ 875
b. Rounded and oval-shaped, plain, hook with red glass.
Dim. 3,8 x 3 cm.
6th- 7th cent. AD
€ 750
Both from priv. coll. N. F., Netherlands, acq. from Jacques Schulman BV,
Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1980
Cf. D. Costa, Art Mérovingien Nantes, Paris 1964, no. 273 and no. 276

LEVERINGSVOORWAARDEN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

De aanbiedingen in deze lijst zijn geheel vrijblijvend.
De prijzen zijn incl. BTW. Verzekerings- en portokosten
worden extra berekend.
Voor de echtheid van de aangeboden voorwerpen wordt
door ons ingestaan, tenzij anders vermeld.
De beschrijvingen van de voorwerpen zijn gedaan naar
beste kennis en volgens de huidige stand van wetenschap.
Het eigendomsrecht van het gekochte gaat over op de
koper na volledige betaling.
Bestellingen worden naar volgorde van binnenkomst
uitgevoerd.
Op alle verkopen zijn de "Algemene Voorwaarden voor
verkoop en diensten" van de KVHOK van toepassing.

LIEFERUNGSBEDINGUNGEN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

TERMS OF SALE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

All terms offered in this list are subject to being unsold.
Prices are netto, the cost of postage and insurance will be
charged extra.
All items offered are guaranteed genuine unless otherwise
stated.
All descriptions of the objects have been made to our best
and to-day’s scientific knowledge.
The proprietary right of the purchased items is transferred
to the buyer after full payment.
Orders will be executed in strict rotation.
All sales are subject to the "General Terms and Conditions
for the sales and services" of the KVHOK in the
Netherlands.

Die Angebote in dieser List sind unverbindlich.
Die Preise verstehen sich netto; Versand und Versicherung
gehen zu Lasten des Käufers.
Soweit nicht anders vermerkt, bürgen wir die Echtheit der
offerierten Gegensände.
Die Gegenstände wurden nach besten Wissen und
aktuellen Stand der Wissenschaft beschrieben.
Das Eigentumsrecht kann vorn Käufer erst nach
vollständige Bezahlung geltend gemacht werden.
Bestellungen werden in der Reihenfolge ihres Eintreffens
erledigt.
Bei allen Verkäufen gelten die "Allgemeinen Verkaufs- und
Leistungsbedingungen" des KVHOK in den Niederlande

CONDITIONS DE VENTE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

L’offre des objects dans cette liste est sans engagement.
Les prix sont nets; les frais d’envol et d’assurance sont à la
charge de l’acheteur.
L’authenticité des objects est garantie, sauf indication
contraire.
Les descriptions des objects ont été faites suivant la
meilleur conscience et d’après les connaissances
scientifiques actuelles.
L’acheteur ne devient propriétaire qu’après payement
intégral.
Les commissions seront exécutées d’après l’ordre d’entrée.
Pour tous les ventes appliquent “Conditions générales de
vente et de service” du KVHOK dans les Pays Bas.

